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THi: INVOLUTION OK \VORM>S

Hv A. T. DkLi K\

I AM' M<\ lO, 11)11).

T N the ..rowth of science it is a striking fact that the thought

^ and strivings of (lifTerenl a-es have l.ee.. very markedly

affected, one n.ight say guided or even controlle.l. by some out-

standing prejndice. conviction or method. Thns in the science

which our Societv fosters, the assumj.tion th.t the earth is the

centre of the universe held the rein on astronomical activity

throughout a long period rooted in an auti.iue p.st and shading

significantlv into the age we call modern. So also in the ne^ver

age of science heralded by Leonardo da Vinci and Hacon the

distinctive mark i.. the demand that knowledge of the world of

nature must be made to rest on observation and experiment.

True, observation and experiment were not new as methods, the

great legacv of Greek astronomy standing a monum iit to the

true spirit of scientific enquiry, but now they were formulated

and insisted upon as the only final basis and investigation went

forward under the new impulse. In our day the great interpre-

tive principle that dominates all science is that implied in the

theory of evolution. As in the case of the directing method of
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modern science, the idea is not new. The search for l)e«inniMKs

and causes— the iiioli/oi the >;reat epic of scienc-;. the De Kiriim

Natiira of Lucretius, he wlu. claims Virgil's iiohle line,

/•>//< t/ui f'O/iiil trruiii (ognosiei, :uiisas

is as olil as the spirit of eii(|uiry, and there is scarcely any

science that has not had to consider origins and dtvelo] nienls.

Yet it was only on the api>earance in IXV.I of Darwin's great work

tm organic evolution that the concept assumed its supreme posi-

tion. It l>ecame almost at once the august setting for all science.

In all spheres of human thought and interest, facts were now

interpreted in terms of it, and conduct regulattd in accord:. '

with its suppdsed dictates. To such an extent, and it may he

said with such slight resistance, has the principle of evolution

become a condition of our thinking thai, in many sciences, it is

with difhcultv we appreciate the position and understand the

language of the leaders of thought of a century ago. It is, as it

were, the consort of the observational and experimental method

in science, and. like it. cannot ue thought of as ceasing to have

an increasing value, the gi vtli of scientific knowleilge being

itself a phase of the all-embracing evolution jf thing.s.

In the pajxjr of this evening, we are to consider the more

striking evidences of development in that vast extent of time and

space which is regarded as the domain of astronomy. Here as

in othir sciences— if we are not insisting too much on this cir-

cumstance — the idea of evolution is not new. Passing o\ er not

a few earlier and worthy attempts to account for the present

order of things with and about us — our world, and those bodies

the moon, the sun, the planets to which our world is " neighbor

and near-bred"— we may cite the bold and haruKmising

hypothesis of Laplace, with which should be associated also the

names of Wright and Kant, though their speculations were not

known to Laplace. This Nebular Hypothesis or Theory, con-

templated a vast nebula occupying a space greater than that

who.se limits are suggested by the orbit of the outermost planet.

This nebula, through rotation, and contraction from theennssion

of heat, under the operation of dynamical laws, was condensed
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and moitUleil into the bodies that make up the solar tiv«teiii as it

is to-day. If sonic bold theorist allowed his imagination to see

like origins for individual stars and to assign to them unseen simi-

lar planetary families, or to group the stars into ever-widening

atialogous systems, the children of vast parent nebula;, it was per-

mitted him by a license kindred to that allowed the poet. The

attitude of positive science probably foniul expression in the

words of Comte :

••
ll may lifa.linitH.1 llul «e have a ri^hl l>. >(ii'. iilatf. «illi - mir' li.p.- m

,ucci-s», on the fjrm.-iioi. of ihu s :>lar »ysieni ..f which wi' ar<- a part, f.r il presents

many phenomena pcrlcclly iin(li'r>t.>.Hl and, perhaps, .apal.lc .,f aH..r(liiin .le>i«iM-

l«lim..ny in rfi;ar<M.> il-i vcrital.k-orinin. l«nl uhal ralimial ha»i> have »e f..r

spcrulalions.,nlhi-|...inanim..f suns themselves? II. >« l.v reasoning -n phenu

mena .an «e o.ntirni or invalidate an hypothesis of cosnionony »hen there is.

indeed, not a sin;;le pheii .nienon pertainiiiK therefi, explained or explainable .'"

A new era dawtied with the discovery by KirclihofT of the

significance of the lines in the solar spectrum, and it is a memor-

able coincidence that this discover) wlii'-h was to alTord a sure

foundation for the theory of stellar evolution was given to the

world in the year in vhich appeared Darwin's immortal work.

It had long been k own that a rav of sunliglu when passed

trough a prism is resolved into a stream of divergent rays of

different colors, prodticiii;.; on a screen a band in which is a sn.-

css.sion
'

color;^ such as appears in the rainbow. This band is

called the solar spectrum. Il had also Ikcu known lliat the band

is not continuous, as was at first siipjiosed, but broken by almost

countless fine lines parallel to one another and to what we may

call the separations of the colors. More recent investigations

had shewn that the light from an iiicatulesceut body yields a con-

tinuous spectrum, while the light from a glowing gas gives a

spectrum consisting of one or more bright lii..;s of a color that

assigns to them a definite place in the spectrum band— a place

characteristic f i the particular gas. For example the spectrut.i

of glowing hydrogen is an aggregate made up of a bright line in

the red, a bright line in the green and certain others, the spectruln

of sodium vapor an aggregate of a double bright line in the yellow

and certain others, and the spectrum of iron vapor an aggregate

\
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of a jireat iiumlxir of bright lines the must sirikiiit? beiiiR a double

line in the Rreen. KirchhufT fouml that if the light from an

incandescent base or background is made to pass through a glotv-

ing gas, which of itself would yield certain bright lines, there

api>ear in the spectrum band dark lines in the places corres-

ponding to the places occupied by the bright lines proper to that

gas. Tims the dark lines in the solar spi-ctrnni came to admit

interpretation and ti> indicate the presence in the sun's atmos-

phere of material* such as exist on the earth. Indeed unidenti-

fied lines foreshadowed the discovery on the earth of elements

not then known. Soon after. Huggins, Angstrom, Uutherfurd,

Secchi, Vogel, to mention only a few of the more distingu >hed

workers in this field, devised and perfected means for examining

the light from individual stars. Their lalM)rs revealed the fact

that the remote stars are essentially as our sun,— bodies with

an incandescent photosphere surrounded by glowing gases which,

affecting the emerging rays of light, disclose the presence in

these orbs .>f nements whose characteristic lines are known,

and the exist .Mu-e i^f which in the sun had already Ijeen shewn.

Thus, while variety ever presented itself, there could no longer

be any doubt of the unity — not the sameness — of constitution

of the siin and the distant stars.

In IStU, Muggins succeeded in obtaining the specirnm of

a ntbula. one of those distant and mysterious ai>pearances that

had claimed so much of the time and thought and sjieculation

of Sir William Herschel, I cannot do better than quote from

Hu>;gins's account of the discovery— an account written in

1.H1I7, in which he quotes from his statement at the time when

success waited on his efforts;

••
I )ii the ivjiiin^ of .\ii-ii-t 29. lS(>4, I dirtclcil the telcsi'iipt fur llie tir-t

lime 111 ;i phiiiclary iiilmla in Druiu. The reader may imw hj a!)!c li> picliire m
liims.lf, 1.1 some e\leiil. the I'eeliii;; oleMitcd Mi.peii.se, mingle;! wilh a (it iif

luc. willi wliiili al'era lew iimmenls (if liesilati'Hi I put my eye In the >pcclr(i-

^(iipe. \Va. 1 iHil alHiiil lo liuik iiitd a secret place (if crcalion?

1 l(ic.l>eil ititii llie speclriiscdpe. Xd spectrum such a.s I expected! .\ siiinle

lirii;ht line (inly I .\t tirst 1 suspect..- 1 snnu- displacement (if the prism, an I that

.n l(i(>:,inL' at a r.tlectinn iif llic illuminale 1 slit fr<im (Uie •! its faces. This
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lli.iii^iil * .iil> iiuiiiienury ; then lh« Irue intcrprctalioii Ifatalicil U|i<iii inr. The

HkIii "'f tl'e nelmlit wax moiuKluimmlir, «n<) m>, iinliWe auy other h(;hl I ha'l»» yi-i

sulijcile I \'i i>ri»iiialii- rxaniinalinn, cimhl ii"' • cilemlnl "Ul In f>>rm a i •.iii|il«u-

>|)fririiiii. il'liT |ia»>ihu <hrtiin;h ihe l«i> ) imiiii il reiiiaiiie ! iDiiitnlrale I in .\

silicic hriuhl liiir, having a «i(llh ri>rri:s|)<ii|iliiii! to ihr »itlll' of llie slil ami "ktii

|i\inn ill llir insliiimenl a posiiimi at Ihal part of the upectriini to «hic-h itH \\^\\\

lwlonj;!> in rcfraiiK'hllity. A little closer lookin|> showeil l»o other liri^ht linen on

ihe side to»ari!» 'he hliie, all the three lines Iwin^ separated hy inti-rviils rrlalivi-lv

dark.

The riddle of tilt mlxil.. was so|v»d. The aii-.»cr, which had rome lo in in

the liijhl itself rcafl : Not an auKreHation of stars, Iml a liiiniiious ^as. Stars after

Ihc order of oiir Min, an, ''the liriijhler si woid 1 yive a diHcrent siMctiiini ;

the lit;ht of lhi> neliiila had i learly heen en; liy u hiniinoii. 'm.."

I quote further lieca ise of ..le contiection, thotiKli it is

atiticipatory ;

" With an e- , .if r.iiilioii. .
• iii'iment I <li I not vjniiirf to (jo further

than to point out »e had hcrr do with lio.lic-i of an or Itr ijiiitc dilTereiu

from thai "f the Mars. Kiirther ol .,i;rvations soon ronvini'ed ine thai, ihoii^di thr

short span of human life is far loo minute relatively to cosmit-al events for us to

expect to see in succession any distinct steps in so august a procesw, the proliahility

is, indeed, overwhelminK in faxor of an evolution in the past, and still t;"'"tJ ""•

of the heavenly hosts. .\ time surely existed when tli.; matter hiw condensed in

into the sun and planets tille I Ihc whole space <K-cupied hy the solar sy.tem, in the

cimililion of a pis, which then appeared as a i;h'«int; nehula, after the order il

may lis of soms now existing in the heaven.-. There remained no room for ilouhl

that the neliuin-. which oitr telescopes reveal to u-, are the earl) slaj;e> of Ion),' pro-

cessions of coiinic.ll events, which correspond hroi lly to tho..- rt;|i|ire I hy the

neliular hypothesis in one or other of its forms.
"

The nebulse were tuns given a distinct status among the

dwellers in outer space. They are tenuous bodies of nlowinR

gas. The retnakable line first noted by Hnggins is that of an

element peculiar to nebulfe and named nebuliiini. The other

lines indicate the presence of hydrogen and helium.

In the years that followed came great advances in instru-

mental appliances. The spectroscope was modified, telescoj>es of

greater power constructed, and the powerful aid of photography

enlisted in the service of astronomy. The result has been an organ-

ised spectroscopic study of a great number of stars, as well as a

careful search of the heavens for nebula;, notably that by Keeler

m
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with the Crossley reflector at the Lick Observatory. It has

t'.eveioped that a great number of the nebuljE, though of an

extent and form that differentiate them from stars, yield continu-

ous spectra. A further application of the spectroscope, through

the circumstance that an approaching or receding star will show

the characteristic lines of the elements displaced to an extent

determined by the velocity of approach or recession, has di.^closed

the fact that many stars are attended by an unseen companion

and has thus created an astronom\ of the invi.sible. It is found

that, as in the case of visible binaries, the two bodies move round

each other in a way in accord with Newton's law of attraction

so that with a constitutional unity of the univer.'^e we have, at

least, one law that seems to be generally valid.

It is in place now to bring together the more e.ssential facts

revealed to us by the different methods of investigation :
we have

(1 ) A sun and its attendant planets separated from other

celestial objects by distances vast almost beyond comprehension

by beings who ma\ speak freely of the ninety or more millions

ot miles that separate our earth from the sun. This system, inde-

pendently of the relative motion of its parts, is moving, as a

whole, at a great velocity toward the constellation Hercules.

rl) In the vast depth of space is a great wilderness of stars

— probably 1()0,OIK),()1M) of magnitude not below 17. These are

far from being uniformly distributed throughout the .sky. being

very markedly condense<l towards the Milky Way. The Milky

Way it.self seems to be a great system with respect to which our

solar system occupies a somewhat central position. Round us it

seems to coil probably in a widening spiral.

(.".) Joint tenants of the deeper space with the stars are the

the nebuke, the lunnber of which tstiniattd by Keeler in his

photographic survey is probably 120,0()(). Comparatively few are

gaseous, and these lie near the Milky Way. The .^tellar nebula-

— those with a distinct nucleus surrounded by nebulous matter

— shew a like affinity. The spiral nebula' constitute the numer-

ous class of nebula : they avoid the neighborhood of the Milky

PC
^:.:Bag:3E-a»sr^;s33Eg^.3S^a^
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Way and are found with a frequency increasing with the distance

from the Milky Way.

We now turn to the evidences of evohition and here the

spectroscope must be relied on for assistance. Soon after the

spectroscopic examination of the heavenly bodies was entered

upon, it l)ecanie evident that the stars presented a great variety

of spectra, so that a classification according to spectra was con-

ceived. A first clas.sification was made by Secchi, and though

cla.sses have been multiplied by later workers, the main lines of

the o„.der classification have been retained. The truth is that

the classes in place of being distinct shade into one another and

one is free to draw a line at many places. The different types

of spectra point to different surface cojiditions on the stars and

the lines retained or rejected, accentuated or rendered feeble,

again admit interpretation. The types of stars according to the

classification generally received to-day are :

1. The Sirian Stars which are sub-divided into

(a) The Orion Stars. These are ]>urely white. Their

spectra show helium and hydrogen lines. Many seem to have

nebulous appendages.

(/) The true Sirian Stars. These are brilliantly white.

The spsctrnin is strong in the ultra-violet region.

2. The Solar Stars. The light is of a golden tinge, as

appears m stars like Capella, Aldebaraii and Arcturus. There is

a decrease in intensity particulary in the ultra-violet, the violet

and the blue region of the spectrum. There is every evidence of

an increasing condensation and enhanced absorption. Also there

is increasing strength of metallic lines.

3. The Antarean Stars. Antares is a typical star of this

class. The light is reddish and the spectrum marked by flutings

with the .sharp edges lying toward the violet. The hydrogen

lines are reduced in intensity, and the bands are due to the pres-

ence of oxide of titanium, and eight or nine metals can l)e recog-

nised by their absorption lities.

M
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4. The Carbon Stars. The light itddish, ami the spectrum

marked by fliitings with the sharp eilges lying towaids the red.

Carbon is present, Bright lines are sometimes seen.

How have the circumstances here briefly sketched been

interpreted ? Let me ciuote from Hale, one of the most disting-

uished of living astronomers— cautioush -ane in dealing with

the sjieculative :

••
( lur priiMem is like tl.al of iiiie wl o enters A furcsl nf iiiiks, and desires li>

learn tliri)U^li«liat slaves llie trees l:ave passed in reacliinj; their present rcmdition.

He cannot wail lunj; enough to see a single tree };o tliroiif;li its cycle of clianf,'e.

Hut on the "ground he may rind acorns, some unliroKen and some sproiilini;. otliers

l.ave j;iven rise to rapidly growing shoiils. and yapliiiKs are at land to show the

nest stajjc of (growth. I'rom saplin};s to trees is an easy step. Tl'.en may l)e

foiin I, in the form of <!ead limli.«and branches, the first evidences of decay: reach-

ing; its full in f.illeii trunks, where the hanl woo 1 is waslinj; to (lowder.

Scattered over the heavens are millions of stars, each rcpresentinj; a certain

ile^'ree of i!evelo|)nient. The cloud form of the nebuhc tells us of stellar orit;ins,

the white, yellow and red stars illustrate the rise and decline of stellar life; anil

the earth itself alVords a picinrc of what may remain after lij;lit and heal have been

e\linj;uishe;i."'

This view of the evohuidii of worlds, so br fly and simply,

yet effectively Ntated, is accepted very generally by those com-

petent to eiiteriain an opinion in this regard. Xebuhe — some

tenuous throughout, others, as the greit nebula in Orion, show-

ing well marked nuclei of coiideusation, others grasping in their

vast folds, as in the Pleiades, and regions of the Milky Way,

whole systems of well defined stars, all of an extent vast when

compared with our solar spare — disclose an evolutionarx move-

ment into stars. Stars of the earlier types, with their freer light

and low specific gravity, confirm their affinity to the nebulfe.

Continued condensation builds up stronger atnu)spheres that tell

their story in the spectral lines, until in the Antarean and Car-

bon Stars the last period of luminous stellar life is reached. In

the great advance one cannot demand uniformity of development;

rather, on the other hand, diversity of process, often difficult to

explain. Yet no longer can the fact of progressive development

along certain broad lines be questioned.

..,.i.Mt -^isr i^Odi^iia
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The great facts of evolution in regard to the general scheme

of things being admitted, the question as to the details of the

process in a single systenj naturally arises, and naturally too we

turn to the system which we can examine at closest range, the

solar system of which we .ire a part. No longer do we find a

large msasure of agreemsnt as to the lines of progress. Certain

holder features call for a quite general as.sent, but "vergent

theories and assumptions soon appear, and where assumptions

may be so varied, and final tests of theories can so seldom be

made, there is a rich field for conflicting explanations and con-

trovery. An examination of the various jirofentd theories,

particiUarly when one has to give some account of them, may

well call up the opening lines oi the great poem of Dante, which

itself had as setting the universe as conceived at the time :

"
III tlie miildle i>f llie j""nic> of our life, I (<-ame lo) iiivst'lf in a <lark »..<hI

|wiierel llie straii;lil way was lost.

Oh: how hard a ihiiiK il is lo tell wlial a wiUl and roii};li an 1 slnliborii wool

this was, which in my thoiit;ht renews the fear '.

So hitter is it. that scarcely more is death, hut lo treat of the tjoo 1 that I there

found, I will relate the other thint;s that I discerned."

Fortunately the " good " and the " other things " here call

for only brief treatment. First let us consider in mere outline

the Nebular Theory of Laplace, and it may be best lo [u'/u/w his

own account :

•• To arrive at the cause of the primitive motions of the planetary system we

have the fuUowint; phenomena : the motions of the planets in the siinie sense and

almost inlhe same plane ; the motions of the .satellites in the same sense as the

planets : the motion of rotation of these dillerent l.odies aii<l of the sun in the s^inie

»en.se as the movement of revolution, and in planes only sli};hily dirtercnl ;
the

almost circular form of the orbits of the planets and satellites.

Let us see if it is possible to rise to their verita'.jle cause.

Whatever its nature, since it prinluced or directed the movements of the

planets It must have embraced all these bodies, and in view of the f-reat distances

which separate them it must have »)een a fluid of immense xtent. To have (jiveii

to them a movement almost circular and in the same .sense about the sun, this

llui.l must have surrounded the sun as an atmosphere. The consideration of llie

planetary motions leads us t.> think that in virtue of an excessive heat, the almos-

<•*/,
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pliere of the .suii orii-inally extenite:! lieyonU tlie url>ils of all the planets an'l that

II retreated by successive steps t<i its present limits.

In its primitive stale, as ue have supposed it. the hu:t resenihled those nelnila-

which the telescope reveals to us as composed of a nucleus more or less hrilliiint,

surrounded by a nebulosity which in condensinj; to the surface of the nucleus trans-

forms it into star. If by analogy we conceive all 'he stars as formed in this way.

we may iinagine their former slate of nebulosity, preceded itsi-lf by other stales in

which tlie nebulous matter was more amd more ilitiluse, the nucleus being less and

less luminous. Thus, retreating as far as possible, we arrive at a nebulosity so

diftuse as not to reveal its existance."

Then describing how under condensation and an increa.sed

rotation there .should be abandoned, at successive stages, rings of

vapor, he goes on to say that

" If all the molecules of a ring of vapor continued to condense without separat-

ing, they would form in time a licjuid or a solid ring, l.ut the regularity which this

formatiou demands in all the parts of the ring and during the cooling process must

have rendered this pheniunenon extremely rare. The solar system offers but one

example of it,--the rings of Saturn, .\lmost always each ring of vapors must

have become broken into several masses, which, actuated with veli>cities showing

only slight <liftcrences, ave continueil lo revolve, at the same ilistance, rc.un<l the

sun. These masses must lavc assumed a spherical form with a movement of rota-

tion in the sense of their revolutiim, since the interior molecules had a lower

velocity than thos,' near the outer edgi' of the mass. Hut if one had been suffici-

ently powerful lo , •unite successively by its attraction all the others round its

centre, the ring of vapors would have been transformed into a spheroidal mass ol

vapors revolving al)out the sun, with a rotatioi, m the sense of its revolution."

We need not follow the details of the process further, but

Laplace goes on to say that all of the phenomena first cited

" follow from the hypothesis which we propose, and give lo it a high pro-

liability:"

and states further that

'• If the solar system had been forme I with a perfect regularity, the orbits of

the bodies which compose it would have been circles whose planes, as well as

ihose of the dirterent eipiators an<l rings, wnuld coincide with the plane of the

solar eijualor. Hut one would sup'iose that the variations beyond number, which

must have existeif in the temperature, and the density of the different parts of

these great masses produced the eccentricities of their orbits, ai '
"' - deviatiims in

their motions from the plane of the eciuator."

MiTp
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The hypothesis was verv enerally accepted a.ul has con-

tinued to hold an outstanding . ition anionR the theories that

have been offered as. at least, partial substitutes. Later iiresti-

gations and discoveries have reduced the simplicity of arrange-

ment and condition that was present to Laplace's n'ind. I'ianel?

have been added, Mars has been found to have two satellites,

and generous additions of !uoons have been made toother planets.

The two outermost platiets rotate in a retrograde sense carrying

in that sense witli them their attendant moons. The outermost

moons of Saturn and J upiler revolve about their partnt planets

in a retrograde sense, and at a (juite abnormal (listame. The

rings of Saturn, shown to consist of discrete masses, have their

innei half rotating about tlie planet in i' time >horter than its

jjeriod of revolution, and the same is true of the iiiner moon ot

Mars. Both Babinet and Moulton have pointed out diflficulties

i.'. the dynamical theory that are more than grave Modern

t)hysics questioned the possibilitx of a nel)nla, of the vast size

.ve know them to be. existing in a .stale of gas glowing at a

high temperature, and retaining its frontier. The labor -f

Rocht, supplied an explanation of certain of these irreg'

ities. Darwin .showed in his remarkable memoirs on "Tij-al

Friction that in the ticies there is an anxili.irv auoncv that

would account for certain other departures from regularity.

Ball and others suppose the primitive nebula to have been non-

gaseous and to have come gradually to a higli temperature

through cantr.iction and condensation into different centres.

More recent physics ailows the existence of nebula.' of low

temperatures as a whole, yet with i>articles here and there of

high temperatures yielding the gaseous spectrum. The aggregate

result is that to-day a majority of those competent to jiubje. retain

the main features of the Laplacian hypothesis. Thus. Darwin

writing in ISlti), says :

" There i» jjood reasuii for hcllevlni; th.il the Nelm!.ir ll>|).ilhe>is presents a

Iriie slalenieiit in uulline iif ihc- y,x'^\\\ of ihi ^olar syslo-i..

K
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and Sir Robert Ball, writing in 190"

"That the earth's beginning has been siibslantiilly in accordance with the

great Nebular Theor\' is, I i)elieve, now very generally admitted." '
'

But many modifications of the hypothesis, and not a few

theories that reject it, have been offered.

Chamberlin, the distinguished geologist, and Moulton, to

whom reference has already beeii made, reflecting on the diffi-

culties standing in the way of Laplace's theory, struck by the

fact that the spiral nebulae constitute by far the most numerous

class of nebulae, considering al.so certain geological demands, pro-

posed quite a new theory. A snn passing near to a second sun

excites in it, through attraction, an extraordinary tidal condition.

Great protuberances on each side, in the direction of the disturb-

ing sun ensue. Parts of those protuberances revolving in train

about the parent sun condense and attract to them the smaller

cooi-d parts of the protuberances that are to hand, as well as such

other niatter as may be gathered in from the space through which

the Sy.stem is jiassing. The disturbed sun in its early career

present;*' the appearance of the spiral nebula. This theory has

met with a large measure of approval rather than acceptance.

Connected with it are serious difficulties. Thus, Hale pertin-

ently asks " How can these small bodies- the projected matter

from the sun — remain brilliantly luminous for many years ? and,

why do we not discover incipieht spirals, giving a bright spec-

trum ? " If it be answered that large and small are merely rela-

tive, then may we not say with Ball, conjecturally, that the spiral

nebulae,— vast as under any consideration they nuist be— may

lie of an order quite different from what we have supposed, gen-

erators not of a stellar but of a galactic system.

Quite recently there has appeared the second volume of the

great work of See, on the " Evolution of Stellar Sy.stems." Tlie

author points out numerous objections to the theory of Cham-

berlin aiid Moulton, insisting that if the theory were true we

shoWd liavt the following con'setjuences :

(1) Spiral nebulae would be abundant where the stars are

ja Sis
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densest, as in the dusters and the Milky Way ;
because their

close approaches woukl, on the average, be nios'. fretiuent.

(2) Spiral nebulce would be especially abundant in the

deiisest masses of star; s-cl; as the globular clusters, because close

approaches would there attain niaxitnum frequency.

(3) The spiral nebulae should nearly always occur in pairs,

ior the disiuption of one of t.vo pass ng stars would generally

imply the disruption of the other.

i hese coii.-,v.-;uences are not actual, and since the theory

of probabililx of collision or approach is extremely slight, ([uite

too .slight to account for the hundreds of thousands ol srirwl

nebula;, See holds the theory to be untenable. 4s a further

argument against it, though i.e affirms it to l)e unnecessary to

thrice slay tiie slain, he ipiotes the objection of Mi.ss Clerke

that,

'• The eveiil.s cunttinplaled in it are i>n a sniull scale l>y cniipaiisi n vMlh the

grandiose dimensions which we miisl ascrilie li> spiral nelmhv."

Of the theory pr-.-pcsed by See, only the merest innt can

be given. It is caMecl the Capture Theory. N'ebidse are f firmed

by the agglomeration of fine dust expelltd from the str.rs by

the repulsion or , -essure of their light and by the electric orces.

This dust collt< ind begins to condense and develop into a cos-

mical system. In the nebula a vast number of meteorites are

formed by the precipitation of ions, whence small globes develope,

and as the mass is widely scattered, each small globe has about

it a sphere of influence within which Us attraction is supreme.

The result is that the small globes grow by accretion, and in

time very much augment their masses. This again is a process

of capture and consists in augmenting the masses of the bodies

forming in a nebula, and in decreasing their number correspond-

ingly. Thus are generated planets and moons. The accelera-

tion of the earth's rotation is due to the fidl of cosmical dust,

and the resistance of the nebular medium tends to make the

orbits approach a circular form.
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Such, in merest outline is the main part of .See's tlieoiy.aiul

Laplace is thrast niiceremoniously out of court with Chaml>erliii

and Moulton.

Many variants of the earlier theories or hypotheses niinht

well be touched ujwn, but time will not permit. I mention only

in this connection that in a work, just from the press. JCssai de

Cosmoi^ouii' Tourbillonaitr. M. Belot would seem to work out a

dualistic theory based on a combination of the gravitational prin-

ciples of Xewton and the vortices of Descartes.

In the various hypotheses that have been considered, there

must, one wil' admit, be some measure of the actiud. May it

not be that they seek to be too excltisive ? May it not also be

that in developing a criticism of a theory we may strain too far

a .-^o-called physical law, whicl' may be a good working principle

for such ranges as offer themselves in this small world that we

inhabit. For example, in the temperatures and pre.ssures that

must exist in such a body as the sun, may it not be that our

ordinary chemistrv and physics are alien or inadequate? Thus,

geometry on a small i>art of the surface of a large sphere is,

within the limits of measureiueut, the geometry of the plane ; but

when we move out into the amjiler regions of the spherical sur-

face we need a luw geometry. Indeetl, the histor>- of science is

eloquent of warning against a dogmatism founded on a limited

experience. Not many years ago it was generally assumed that

the bright-line gaseous spectrum coidd co'm only from a mole-

cule agitated under a high temperature, lud the difficulty of

conceiving a vast temums nebula continuing in a state of high

temperature was very great. Xow we know that under an elec-

tric strain, which does not im])ly a high temperatu . the elec-

trons in the component atoms excite in the ether the vibrations

that characteri.se the element which is their source. Recent

years have seen striking developments in jihysical theories,

—

developments that menace the classical mechanics, with its theory

of energy that was and still is etpial to the task of explaining all

ordinary phenomena. What readjustment of theories may be

necessary no one can as yet say, but it may be that in it a
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infi)/iii fur our many ami coiiflictinn losiuic Ihcmies may he

foiiiul.

However, this may Ih.-, enough has been said to show that

in the •• somiilinR labor-house vast " worlds are iu the makiiiK

aloun ths lines of an all embraciuK evolution, the main features

of which we grasp, ths final details of which we can never know.

With Sir Ivhvin Arnold, schooled in the eastern philosophy to

an appreciation of the vast r«jle of mystery, we may ask and say :

• Shall any ya/L-r mc «ilh niur'nl ryes f

Or any searcher Uii(i« l)y rtal niimi .'

\eil after %eil will risL- - In. :»re must lie

X'eil lip >n veil behind."




